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CONSERVATORY BLINDS LIMITED
Established in 1995, we are Britain’s largest family-owned 
conservatory blinds specialist, with a loyal team of experts, 
manufacturing and installing beautifully fitted market-leading 
blinds.

We offer exceptional value for money and genuinely helpful 
professional advice that you simply won’t get anywhere else.

We can provide the perfect conservatory blinds 
and a wide range of options to suit your needs, with 
detailed alternative quotations so that you can make an 
informed decision.

MAnUFACtURInG & SHOWROOM
Our ultra-modern factory and showroom in Ashford, 
Kent was built to meet our highly specialist needs, 
allowing our team to handcraft and fully test your blinds 
before despatch.

If your conservatory has very unusual or complex shapes, 
our team have the experience and technical ability to create 
blinds that will look like part of your conservatory, and not an 
afterthought.

BRItAIn’S FAVOURItE 
FAMILy-OWnED SPECIALIStS

•  Local expert sales & installation team all across the country

•  Hand-crafted by experts with decades of experience

•  Our own 14,000ft2 factory with unique powder-coating facility

•  Our attention to detail and pride in our work is beyond compare

2 0800 071 88 88
www.conservatoryblinds.co.uk
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WhAT SPECIALIST COnSERVAtORy BLInDS DO CREATE A ROOM FOR ALL SEASOnS

no matter how you use your conservatory, well fitted conservatory blinds offer many benefits… When most people first think of blinds it is to reduce heat in summer, but we can offer you genuine advice on the best 
blinds and most suitable fabrics to make your conservatory a useable room throughout the year.

• Reduce heat in the summer and whenever it is sunny 

•Provide insulation during the evening and throughout winter 

• Reduce glare without darkening your conservatory 

• UV protection to stop furniture and flooring from fading 

• Reduce noise and reverberation created by hard surfaces 

• Improve appearance and create an inviting atmosphere 

• Add privacy and stop the mirror-like “goldfish bowl” effect 

• Added security when you are away from your home

Retracted blinds: Our unique pure™ Pleated Blinds fit neater 
than any other blind, even in these awkward obtuse roof shapes 
and almost completely disappear when retracted.

Extended blinds: the individual recess-fitted blinds in this 
Anglian™ conservatory look like part of the conservatory, 
rather than a cumbersome afterthought. 

SPRING: pure™ Pleated Blinds with Solar Design™ 
fabrics reduce heat and glare without darkening 
the conservatory, even when you have a north- 
facing aspect.

SUMMER: pure™ Pinoleum Blinds create a stunning 
dappled shade, protecting flooring and furniture 
from fading due to UV, whilst maintaining a light and 
airy atmosphere.

AUTUMN: pure™  Pinoleum Blinds within a Vale timber 
conservatory available with solar lining creates a warm and cosy 
environment, despite the cold wind and rain outside.

PURE ™ PINOLEUM BLInDS PURE ™ PLEATED BLInDS

WINTER:  pure™ Pleated Blinds provide excellent insulation 
to help make this conservatory a useable and inviting place 
to relax, even on this dark winter evening.
 

PURE ™ PLEATED BLInDS PURE ™ PINOLEUM BLInDS

PURE ™ PLEATED BLInDS PURE ™ PLEATED BLInDS 
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A truly integrated appearance, whether open or closed Specialist fabrics reduce glare & protect furniture from UVSleek fabrics lay much flatter than other pleated blinds

PURE ™ PLEATED BLInDS

the only pleated blinds specifically designed to neatly fit all 
shapes, sizes and makes of UK conservatory.

Our Solar Design™ fabrics were created to work in conjunction 
with modern solar glazing. they reduce glare, heat and UV, but 
don’t cut out natural light like most other fabrics, so even on 
an overcast day your conservatory is never too dark.

Available with a fantastic choice of over 150 solar reflective 
fabrics, and uniquely we offer 12 standard rail colours to 
create the perfect match for any aluminium, uPVC or timber 
framework, including various shades of white, grey, cream, 
brown and black.

Our blinds are easy to operate manually, or you can upgrade 
to the LiteRise® cordless system or even our market-leading 
puresolo™remote control system.
 
We designed pure™ Pleated Blinds to be the neatest pleated 
blinds in the UK, yet offer excellent value for money.
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“…it’s one of the best things we’ve done so far 
since we’ve been in this house.”                                                                           Mrs D, nottingham
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pureaspect™ gable blinds completely retracted

pureaspect™ gable blinds completely retracted

A CLEAR ASPECt

Our unique pureaspect™ blinds are available with remote 
control, or  manual operation, and are the only gable blinds that 
can completely  retract, leaving no visible cords or wires across 
the glass, whatever the shape of your conservatory.

0800 071 88 88
www.conservatoryblinds.co.uk
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PURE ™ PLEATED BLInDS

PURE ™ PLEATED BLInDS

“A great product and the real feel of a 
family owned company who take a real 
pride in their product”Mr & Mrs H, Cheshire

•  Suitable for unusual shapes and any style conservatory

•  Concealed fixings & contoured rails appear integrated

•  Shaped blinds with narrowest tops cover more glass

•  Colour co-ordinated cords & wires blend with the fabric

•  Sleek fabrics lay much flatter when retracted

•  Washable fabrics stay looking like new for many years

WHy PURE ™ PLEAtED...

9
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Virtually any type of blind can be fitted into a conservatory, 
but this does not make them “conservatory blinds”.

Over the years we have developed our own unique range of 
blinds designed to fit perfectly in any shape or size conservatory. 
Our pure™ pleated blinds have sleek contoured rails and 
concealed components for a truly integrated look, so they 
will last longer, work better and look like new for many years 
to come.

Colour co-ordinated cords and wires blend with the fabric For extra privacy, blinds can be fitted to operate bottom to top

Our specialist fabrics are designed to work in conjunction with
Solar Glazing to help reduce heat and glare

Obtuse blinds and complex shapes are our speciality12 standard rail colours available with matching hardware

11

ThE BENEFITS OF GEnUInE 
COnSERVAtORy BLInDS

•  Choice of coloured components for perfect co-ordination

•  tension wires ensure blinds will not sag over time

•  Fabric Control Cording allows shaped roof blinds to lay-flat

•  Small infill blinds can be made for a neater appearance

•  narrow 20mm blinds are perfect for folding doors

•  Solar Design™ fabrics are completely washable

•  Fully operational shaped blinds, even with obtuse blinds

TEChNICAL POIntS...
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Innovators of the largest remote control Duette®  blinds in the world within 
‘the Orangerie’ at Cannizaro House, on Wimbledon Common, London SW19

DUETTE® BLINDS
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Duette® is a registered trademark of Hunter Douglas BV

The unique cellular construction makes 
Duette® highly energy efficient

Recess-fitted blinds allow you to open doors/
windows without having to move the blinds

Stunning yet practical, perfect for privacy and temperature control

“there was no ‘hard sell’ and we were left to 
make our decision when we were ready.”Mrs y, Kent

•  Mostly suited to rectangular blinds and regular shapes 

•  Concealed fixings & contoured rails appear integrated

•  Ideal for glazing up to 4m wide or over folding doors

•  no visible holes as cords are concealed within the fabric

•  Highly energy efficient due to unique cellular construction

...At A GLAnCE

DUEttE® BLInDS
Duette® blinds feature a unique cellular construction that 
makes them highly energy efficient, helping to reduce heat in 
the summer and especially keeping the warmth in when it is 
cold outside.
 
Available with manual operation or our unique puresolo™ 
remote control, one of the key advantages of Duette® roof 
blinds is that the micro-cables that support the fabric are 
completely concealed when the blind is extended, so there 
are no visible holes.
 
Duette® is available in a wide variety of fabric colours, 
textures, specifications and translucencies to suit almost every 
situation, as well as Fixé with a uniform flat-back appearance 
when viewed from outside.

Attention to detail is vital, ensuring blinds work around tie-bars

Made-to-measure, even for the narrowest of windows
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DUEttE® BLInDS

“…if you want good quality blinds, and great 
workmanship then look no further.”Mrs W, Oxfordshire

•  Choice of coloured components for perfect co-ordination

•  tension wires ensure blinds will not sag over time

•  Fabric Control Cording allows shaped roof blinds to lay-flat

•  Small infill blinds can be made for a neater appearance

•  narrow 20-25mm blinds are perfect for folding doors

•  Most Duette® fabrics are completely washable

•  Fully operational shaped blinds, even with obtuse blinds

TEChNICAL POIntS...

A combination of Duette® roof and side blinds with our 
new Vision blinds provide a unique modern look

Our specialist blinds are available with floating rails, giving you maximum flexibility to move your blinds exactly where you need them

For extra privacy, blinds can operate bottom to top
Perfect for bi-folding doors, available with a choice of 12 different rail 
colours and matching components

The unique cellular construction makes Duette® highly energy efficient
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Our pure™  Pinoleum Blinds create an inviting atmosphere, as well as providing shade and reducing 
heat loss, glare and UV all year round.
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Our exclusive roman-style pure™ Pinoleum Blinds are crafted 
to  offer the appearance of traditional pinoleum, combined 
with the most advanced technology, so they can neatly fit any 
shape of  modern conservatory and orangery.

With the widest choice of woods, weaves, textures and 
colours to  suit all budgets, we offer a level of attention to 
detail that truly  surpasses all others. Optional solar lining also 
provides extra  privacy and optimum heat insulation all year 
round, whilst still maintaining a light, airy atmosphere.

Available with two different types of manual control; either 
our traditional cord & cleat/pole operation or the innovative 
child safe SmartCord® system. Also available with our exclusive 
puresolo™ remote control system.

21

PURE ™ PINOLEUM BLInDS

“Good advice as to what type of blinds would 
work best for the results we wanted to achieve.”Mrs t, London

•  Perfect for an airy atmosphere with dappled shade

•  Popular in timber framed conservatories/orangeries

•  Concealed fixings and contoured rails

•  Shaped blinds with narrowest tops cover more glass

•  Colour co-ordinated cords, wires and braids

...AT A GLANCE

Optional SmartCord® retracts back into the headrail

Widest choice of bespoke colours and co-ordinating braids

pure™ Pinoleum Blinds provide excellent protection, 
without obscuring your garden views
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Pinoleum blinds are offered in 3 different weaves:

English Pinoleum is made from engineered basswood and 
is available in Farrow & Ball™ paint colours to match your 
conservatory or décor, with coordinating hardware.

Classic French Pinoleum from Ballauff of Paris is available 
in a range of stunning standard colours, or completely 
bespoke custom finishing, with a Classic hardwood 
headrail.

Smoothweave is a lower priced engineered woven-wood 
in a choice of standard colours and hardware.
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PURE ™ PINOLEUM BLInDS
Pinoleum provides effective insulation on cooler evenings 
(also available with solar lining for optimum protection)

Classic wood headrail, colour coordinated to match your blinds

neat fitting and crafted 
to literally transfor any 
conservatory

•  Bespoke finishing with our custom colouring workshop

•  Range of coloured hardware to match your conservatory

•  Wide choice of edge braid colours to blend with the blinds

•  Classic Oak headrail allows front or rear cord control

•  Unsurpassed attention to detail creates amazing results

•  Available with SmartCord ®child-safe operation

•  Available with our exclusive pure ™ remote control system

WHy PURE ™ PInOLEUM...

Improve privacy without losing your garden views

Our pure™    Pinoleum Blinds offer a classical look, with a beautiful 
roman drape to soften the room when your blinds are retracted.
 
As well as our unique contoured pure™rail system, our bespoke 
service allows us to offer an unsurpassed choice of fixtures and 
fittings to suit your conservatory. We hand-craft our hardwood 
head and base rails with all of the cording hidden inside (through 
a routed channel) and then finished off with countersunk brass 
fixtures and fittings.
 
We exclusively offer the SmartCord® operating system with our 
pinoleum blinds, available with an unsurpassed choice of rail 
colours.
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puresolo

pureduo

purezero

pureaspect

pureduo2

puresolo

pureduo

purefusion

purezero

pureaspect

puresolo

pureduo

purezero

pureaspect
• Controls up to 99 blinds
• Up to 9 zones per control box 
• Simultaneous operation of all blinds
• Individual operation of all blinds
• Logical control

• Controls up to 36 blinds
• Up to 2 zones per control box
• Simultaneous operation of all blinds
• Logical control

• Controls up to 6 blinds
• Simultaneous operation of all blinds
• Logical control

Ideal for... Ideal for...

E X C L U S I V E E X C L U S I V E E X C L U S I V E

Large conservatories
Both roof and window blinds
Where individual operation is required

pureduo2

puresolo

pureduo

purefusion

purezero

pureaspect

• Controls up to 36 blinds
• Up to 9 zones per control box
• Simultaneous operation of all blinds
• Individual operation of up to 18 blinds
• Logical control

E X C L U S I V E

Medium sized conservatories
Both roof and window blinds
Where individual operation is required

Medium sized conservatories
Conservatory roof blinds

Very small conservatories
Conservatory gable blinds

REMOtE COntROL BLInDS FOR COnSERVAtORIES 

no other remote control system comes close to rivalling the neatness, versatility and 
ease of operation that we can offer with our pure™conservatory blinds.

Control all of your blinds with an intuitive easy-to-use handset in any way that you want, 
without being limited to moving 6 blinds at a time, like other remote control systems. 

WHAt MAKES PURE ™ REMOtE
COntROL SO DIFFEREnt?

As the number of blinds used in a conservatory differs greatly compared to house 
blinds, we have developed our own pure™  system, which has many unique benefits.

It is the only system that allows individual operation of your blinds and is designed 
to cope with more than just a few blinds. In fact a single control box can operate 
up to 36 blinds, and with  up to 3 boxes you can have up to 99 blinds all operating 
at once, in up to 9 different zones.
 
COVERInG MORE GLASS
Unlike other roof blinds, our remote control shaped blinds have much narrower 
tops – in fact our pure™ Remote Control Blinds often have the same top apex width 
as other company’s manual blinds, so our blinds cover much more of the glass.
 
SLEEK AnD AttRACtIVE
the neatest system in the UK requiring just a single concealed wire, and for most 
conservatories, one control box is enough. no ugly wiring or mismatched hardware, 
no exposed motors or multiple hardware boxes. Our remote control blinds are 
simply the most attractive solution for conservatories.
 
FASt & FLExIBLE COntROL
Uniquely programmable to your exact requirements, you
can choose how to operate your blinds:

• Individually: open a door blind or roof vent for extra air
• Grouped: even non-adjacent blinds can be in a group
• All together: up to 5 times quicker than other systems

...the only remote control system designed specifically for conservatory blinds
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Ultimate control… use your
phone, tablet, Amazon Alexa
or even program your blinds
for when you’re away 

27

HOME AUtOMAtIOn SMARt BLInDS

Our range of home automation and smart blinds are second to none, with a wide range of control 
options available beyond our unique pure™ Remote Control systems. Whether you operate your 
blinds using your phone or tablet, using your voice with Amazon Alexa using the Somfy® smart 
home systems, or even with a self-contained battery powered blind, there will be a control 
method to suit your needs.

LInK tO Any HOME AUtOMAtIOn SyStEM

Use our puresolo™ remote control operation with your 
existing home automation system using RS232 or RS485 
interface connection, including popular manufacturers 
such as Lutron® Home Automation, Crestron Electronics® and 
Rako Controls®.

We can work directly with clients, and also offer a consultancy 
service for specifiers designing home automation systems, 
providing your AV installers or home automation company 
with detailed instructions and a PC based test program for 
setting up.

                  BAttERy POWERED BLInDS

Avoid any expensive rewiring with our battery powered blinds 
- ideal when you need to have motorisation in an area without 
any available power.

the Louvolite battery powered operation has everything 
contained within a minimal and sleek motorised rail, and is 
available with an optional solar charger for out-of-reach areas. 
this is especially recommended with any extra-large roller 
window blinds, or lantern roof blinds, as it’s a neat and simple 
way to add easy-to-use controls to a large blind.

• Innovative Battery Operation
• Controls up to 16 blinds
• Individual operation only
• no power supply required
• Optional solar charger available

                    SMARt BLInDS

We are able to connect our blinds to the Somfy® Connexoon 
and taHoma® Smart Home systems. Use an easy to use 
smartphone app to operate your blinds either individually or 
in pre-set groups, all from your own phone or tablet.

you can even connect the blinds to smart home devices like 
Amazon Echo or Google Home, allowing you to use digital 
assistants such as Amazon Alexa to control your blinds using 
only your voice.
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GABLE BLInDS

Our unique market-leading pureaspect™ gable blinds are 
designed to completely retract, leaving no visible cords, wires 
or fabric covering the glass.

We have developed a completely unique solution for gables 
of all shapes and sizes so that you can have fully operational 
pleated and Duette® blinds. Only true specialists can achieve 
this functionality, without having to resort to fitting several 
part-operational blinds across the gable.

Our innovative design means that manual blinds don’t have 
long cords which are left hanging too low, or in need of cleats.

Also available with our exclusive pure™ remote control, SmartCord®, 
LiteRise® or Somfy® smart operation.

•  Gables can be covered with just 2 fully-operational blinds

•  A clear aspect: no visible cords, wires or fabrics

•  Retracts so discreetly that you can barely see them

•  Concealed fixings and contoured rails for a neater finish

...At A GLAnCE

•  narrow 20mm blinds rails do not obstruct your doors

•  Range of coloured hardware to match your frames 

•  Concealed fixings & contoured rails appear integrated 

•  Solutions available for aluminium, timber & UPVC doors 

•  Unsurpassed attention to detail creates amazing results

...At A GLAnCE

puresolo

pureduo

purezero

pureaspect BI-FOLDInG DOOR BLInDS

Increase shade and privacy in your room, whilst still maintaining 
a light and airy atmosphere.

We have various solutions for bi-folding doors, including our 
popular pure™pleated and Duette® blinds which can be recess 
fitted into each door panel, without causing any obstruction 
when opening your doors.

If you want to create shade even when your doors are 
open, then free-hanging blinds above several doors might 
be an option if you have enough space. Choose from our 
pure™ pinoleum, battery roller blinds or SmartCord® 
Duette® blinds.

Available with a choice of 12 rail colours and matching components

Floating rails allow you to operate blinds bottom to top, as well 
as the usual top to bottom (see page 17 for details)

Even if your gable has straight sides, we can provide 
fully-operational blinds that neatly retract

Recess-fitted blinds can easily move with your doors, 
without causing an obstruction
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Lantern Blinds

In summer, a horizontal blind can retain heat in the lantern 
area, keeping your room cooler. In winter, the colder air 
will be trapped behind the blind and you will have less 
air in the room, making it easier to heat.

If you don’t want to enclose your lantern roof and instead enjoy the extra space and airy 
atmosphere that a lantern creates, then individual blinds are the best choice.
 
thanks to our years of experience with conservatory roof blinds, we are able to fit individual 
blinds to any complex shape, and are able to neatly fit around obstructions.
 
All blinds are made-to-measure for a fully integrated appearance.

• Ideal for controlling temperature, light and shade

• Neat and integrated appearance

• Battery operation means no extra wiring required

• Horizontal or individual blinds to suit your style

...AT A GLANCE

LAntERn ROOF BLInDS 

Our specialist blinds are the perfect solution for a lantern roof, 
and we can fit your blinds in one of two ways, depending on 
your requirements.

Firstly, we can fit individual blinds directly against the glass using 
shaped roof blinds as we would in a conservatory roof. this 
provides shade whilst still maintaining the open feeling that a 
lantern roof provides in the room.

Alternatively, blinds can be fitted horizontally across the 
bottom of your lantern, running above aluminium rails either 
side of the blind for extra support. Smaller lanterns will require 
just one single blind, with larger lanterns possibly needing two 
or three.

Operate your blinds manually, or upgrade to battery-powered,
Somfy® smart operation or our exclusive pure™ remote control.
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• Ideal for wider areas of rectangular window glazing

• Battery-power available for child-safe operation

• High-performance solar reflective fabrics

• Available in a wide choice of colours and textures

...At A GLAnCE

• Suitable for rectangular windows up to 2.5m wide 

• Semi-recessed within cassettes or surface mounted

•  Operate manually, battery-powered or remote control

• Choice of 19 Vision and 30 Visage fabrics

• Choice of 7 customised coloured cassettes

...At A GLAnCE

VISIOn BLInDS 
Vision blinds feature two layers of translucent and opaque 
horizontal striped fabric which move independently.

With the translucent fabric, daylight is softened and glare is 
reduced - allowing you to use your room in comfort  with 
partial privacy, while still keeping the room bright.

Sliding the fabric into a closed opaque position gives a darker 
dim-out effect, dramatically increasing privacy - ideal for using 
later into the night.

VISAGE BLInDS 
Visage blinds are made up of two layers of fabric, with strips of 
opaque fabric attached horizontally between them.

this means that the blind can be fully raised to provide a view 
of the outside while still controlling the light, or the horizontal 
fabric can be aligned to provide complete privacy.

ROLLER BLInDS

there is a wide range of Roller Blinds available for different 
applications. Within a conservatory we only recommend these 
for the windows, as roller blinds don’t have the support wires 
that are necessary to prevent them sagging in a roof.
 
Roller blinds are ideal for a large expanse of glass or for  fitting 
above bi-folding doors. they can be supplied as  ‘standard’ or 
‘reverse rolled’ to avoid window handles.
 
Available with a choice of manual operation with side chain, 
battery powered with optional solar charger, or remote control.

Visage blinds with beautiful modern screen fabrics

Vision blinds are ideal for controlling privacy and light
Semi-opaque screen fabrics are ideal for 
controlling light and adding privacy

VISIOn & VISAGE BLInDS

these blinds give you the ability to easily control privacy and 
light in your conservatory, working on a similar system to 
roller blinds but with new modern fabrics.
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VEnEtIAn BLInDS

Although not always the best solution for reducing heat in 
a conservatory, Venetian blinds offer excellent light control. 
Choose from 25mm aluminium or 50mm wooden slats.

VERtICAL BLInDS

Available with traditional fabric vanes, vertical blinds are ideal 
for very wide, tall areas of window glazing for shade and 
privacy. not the best solution for temperature control.

PERFECt FIt™ BLInDS 

A 40mm thick frame, available in a range of six colours, fitted 
with Classic Pleated, Venetian or Roller Blinds. the frames are 
push-fitted between the neoprene gasket and the glass, so no 
drilling is required.

“I learnt a lot about the pros and cons of each 
type of blind that could be fitted. I did not
realise there were so many!” Mr G, Crawley 

PURE ™  PLEAtED BLInDS
Slim purpose-designed rails and concealed clips make 
pure™the neatest fitting blinds.

OtHER PLEAtED BLInDS
Flat rails fitted to shaped glazing beads create unsightly 
gaps that are emphasised by the light, making these blinds 
look  like a cumbersome afterthought.

PURE ™CONSERVATORY BLInDS

SEE tHE DIFFEREnCE…

SMARtCORD® & LItERISE®

A range of “Safe by Design” blinds which are quick and easy 
to operate, and are totally child-safe, as they do not have 
unnecessary low-hanging cords. 

these blinds are ideal for wider areas of glazing as they are 
free-hanging above your windows, rather than recess fitted 
right next to the glass. SmartCord® is often a convenient 
solution for fitting above bi-folding doors.

We offer the widest range of colour coordinating rails and 
components to match your conservatory, thanks to our own 
in-house powder coating facility.

LiteRise® 

SmartCord®

SMARtCORD®OPERAtIOn
All the simplicity of normal cord operation, but now much 
neater. Lift to open the blind using a short cord, which neatly 
retracts back into the headrail when not in use. to close the 
blind, one simple pull on the cord will automatically lower the 
entire blind.

Available with Duette® fabrics and pure™pinoleum blinds.

OtHER BLInD RAnGES

Virtually any type of blind can be fitted into a conservatory, but 
this does not make them “conservatory blinds”.

Specialist conservatory blinds have components and fabrics 
that are designed to last in the harsh environment of a 
conservatory, ensuring that fabrics don’t fade and components 
don’t become brittle in the sun.

As we manufacture all our own blinds, our experts can offer 
independent advice on the most suitable blinds to suit your 
conservatory and needs.

LItERISE® OPERAtIOn
LiteRise® is operated without the need for any cords at 
all. Simply push the blind up or pull it down, and it will 
stop exactly where you want it, thanks to an integrated 
counterbalance spring and clutch mechanism to give you 
precise control without any hanging cords in the way.

Available with our pure™pleated and Duette® fabrics.
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A tRULy IntEGRAtED APPEARAnCE
We have designed every component in our pure™range so 
that they work better, fit neater and provide an elegant and 
purpose  designed solution for all conservatories.
 
Our roof and window blinds are so unobtrusive when retracted 
that they actually look like part of the conservatory.

COMPLEx SHAPES ARE OUR SPECIALIty
Our installation team will discuss your exact requirements at 
survey. Even our obtuse blinds (over 90° angle) can be fully 
operated, and small infill blinds can be made to fit around 
unusual shapes where necessary.

GEttInG tO tHE POInt
Our shaped roof blinds have the narrowest width at the apex 
so that they fit as far as possible into the point of rafters, 
ensuring minimal gaps, optimum performance and a neater 
appearance.

the narrowest top apex width of any shaped blinds

Roof blinds retract flatter with a much thinner stack

WASHABLE AnD EASILy MAIntAInED
Our pure™pleated blinds with Solar Design™ fabrics are washable 
and uniquely designed to be easily removed for cleaning 
without needing to pay someone to take them down.

no other conservatory blinds are designed with such ease of 
maintenance in mind. Our blinds can literally still look like new 
for many years after they are installed.

Genuinely washable fabrics that stay looking like new

ATTENTION tO DEtAIL

QUALIty OF InStALLAtIOn
Our salaried installers have no incentive to rush your 
installation, which means that we can guarantee an unrivalled 
quality.

Expert craftsmanship and decades of experience - the 
attention to detail and effort that we put into every order is 
beyond compare.

Employed staff results in the highest quality installation

DOn’t BE KEPt In tHE DARK
Solar Design™ fabrics create effective shade from glare without 
having to darken your conservatory or adjoining room.

you really can have privacy and added security while you 
watch tV or work on your computer.

Fabrics that reduce glare without darkening the room
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5 •  Salaried installers, who have no incentive to rush their work

•  Full 5 year guarantee (parts & labour) on our pure™ blinds

•  Free technical support & videos on our MyBlinds website

•  Complete Service Plan maintenance option available

•  Over 1,000 customer reviews on our website

PEACE OF MInD…
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UNRIVALLED BESPOKE SERVICE

LO
WEST PRICE

L
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E

GUARANTEE

COMPARE ACtUAL BLInDS
Unlike generic house blind retailers, we show you actual blinds 
(not just fabrics), and we explain exactly how they will all look, 
fit and operate. you can compare every single blind range side-
by-side in your own conservatory, allowing you to make a truly 
informed decision.

WRIttEn QUOtAtIOn & ExPERt ADVICE
Customers often tell us that we were the only people that 
seemed to listen. We offer every range of blinds, so offer 
unbiased advice for the most suitable range, design layout and 
fabric for your specific conservatory and needs.
 
there is often more than one option to be considered, so 
we provide alternative quotations, confirming every detail in 
writing, with drawings, so that you can see exactly what you 
will get.

nOt A SALES COMPAny
Unlike direct sales companies, we do not have any sales targets 
or call centre staff. We don’t pressure-sell, make outrageous 
claims, or inflate our prices to offer you an artificial discount.

Dealing with Conservatory Blinds Ltd is like a breath of fresh air.

CUStOMER REVIEWS
Don’t just take our word for it… our website contains over 1,000 
customer reviews with comments on our blinds, service, quality of 
installation, and how we compare to others.

CUStOM COLOURS
We have designed our own completely unique mounting 
profiles and fixings, and also invested in our own powder 
coating facilities and custom colouring workshop where we 
can provide you with virtually any colour hardware to match 
your conservatory.

Our pure™conservatory blinds are available with 12 different  
colour rails and matching components as standard.

these little details make all the difference, ensuring your 
blinds are a stunning, natural addition to your conservatory.

GEnUInE 5 yEAR GUARAntEE
Most ‘5 year guarantees’ result in a visit charge after the first 
year. Conservatory Blinds Limited offers a genuine 5 year 
labour and parts guarantee because only we have salaried 
staff and a quality of manufacture that is reliable enough to 
warrant this.

your blinds will last for many years, so we also offer free 
lifetime assistance and support beyond your guarantee. Helpful 
“how to” videos and technical advice can also be found via the 
MyBlinds customer area on our website.
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Conservatory Blinds Limited 8-10 Ruxley Lane, Ewell, Surrey, KT19 0JD

020 8394 0011  info@conservatoryblinds.co.uk  www.conservatoryblinds.co.uk 

FOR FREE IMPARtIAL ADVICE AnD A QUOtAtIOn 

PLEASE CALL 0800 071 88 88


